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In this paper necessary conditions and suffkient conditions are obtained for 
eficient solutions of multiobjective functions (Pareto optimum) on a Banach space 
subject to a (possibly) infinite number of equality and inequality constraints. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Smale [ 7) and Wan [S] have stated and proved sufficient conditions for a 
strict local optimum (in the sense of Pareto) of multiobjective functions in 
finite dimensional spaces. Simon [6] has generalized these results to the 
constrained case with a finite number of criteria. However, problems in 
infinite dimensional Banach spaces are often considered in the mathematical 
theory of optimal control and programming (for example, see [ 1,4]). The 
corresponding problems can be formulated as follows. 
Let jr be a Banach space. A nonempty set K in F is called a cone (with 
vertex 0) iff x E K, (r > 0 aa E K. A cone is (i) a convex cone iff 
x,yEK*x+yEK, (ii) aproper convexcone iff x,-xEK=sx=O. IfK 
is a closed set, then the cones are called closed, closed convex, and proper 
closed convex, respectively. 
With each proper cone K in jr we may associate a partial order > on R. 
For x, y E X, 
X>Y iff x-yEK. 
The boundary of K is defined by 3K = K - Int K, and the dual cone K* 
by 
K* = {lESr* ]A(y)>OforallyE K}, 
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where jr* is the dual space of .Y-. The null space of ;I E K* is given by 
K’=(yEKIA(y)=O}. 
ASSUMPTION A. Throughout 8, ST; <V, and Z denote Banach spaces 
and K c.F and P c Y are proper closed convex cones with nonempty 
interior relative to .F and Y, respectively. We write x > y for x, y E .F iff 
x-yEK. Let 
w=(f,g,h):B~.FX<~xX, 
where f: 8 -jr, g : &Y + Y, and h : 8 -+X are C’-maps in the Frechet 
sense. The constraint set is defined by 
An element x0 E C is called a 1ocaZly efficient solution (LES) for f(x) 
subject to x E C iff there exists a neighborhood UX, c B such that f(x) > 
f(x,) implies f(x) =f(x,) for every x,-comparable x E UX,, n C; if f(x) = 
f(x,) furthermore implies x=x,, then the solution is called a strict focally 
efficient solution (SLES). A triple 0 # (&,u, V) E K* x P* X H* is called a 
Lagrange multiplier (or Kuhn-Tucker vector) at x,, on C iff 
and 
L,“(g) = w?f(xo> + ,uQ(x,) + ~~W,)V) = (01. (1.1) 
When 8, -7, ,Y, and X are finite dimensional spaces and K and P are the 
respective positive cones, 
Pos = ((x,..., x,) E R” /xi >, 0 for i = l,..., m), 
then the LES is the usual local Pareto optimum. 
In this paper, Section 2 gives a necessary condition for LES. In order to 
investigate sufficient conditions in the infinite dimensional case, we introduce 
the concepts of cone neighborhoods and plastering cones, which are stated in 
Section 3. Then in Section 4, we will prove sufficient conditions for an SLES 
on a Banach space, whose restriction to the finite dimensional case is 
stronger than that of Simon [6] and Smale [ 71. We also generalize the 
corresponding result of Wan [S] to the infinite dimensional case. 
The results which we obtain are analogous to those obtained by Ritter in 
[4], where the notion of generalized Lagrange functions over the Cartesian 
product of certain linear spaces is used. However, in a differential setting, 
our assumptions of necessary and sufficient conditions are weaker than those 
in 141. 
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2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR AN LES 
Let w=(f,g,h):Z’-+FxFxX and C be as in AssumptionA. A 
simple necessary and sufficient condition for an SLES is given by 
LEMMA 2.1. Let x,, E C. Then x,, is an SLES for f on C if and only if 
there is a neighborhood U c B of x,, such that 
WV- hll) n (W +f(xd) x p x lOI) = a P-1) 
where (0) is a set in .X containing only the origin. I 
A point x,, E B is called regular of h : W -+ R if the range of Dh(x,), 
.R [Dh(x,)] = 3’. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let x0 E C be an LES for f on C. Suppose that x,, is a 
regular point of h. Then there exists 0 # @,,a) E K” X P” such that 
P&o> = 0 and Wf (%> + Pw4)(6J = {O 13 
where GYO = (Dh(x,)) -’ (0). 
Proof: Consider the sets in the product space jr x 59’: 
A=KxP, and B = 1 W(x,) u, gh) + &h,) u> I ~4 E go I 
Claim. (Int A) n B = 0. In fact, if not, there exists u E g0 such that 
Of (x0) u E Int K, g(xJ + Dg(x,) u E Int P. Then there are (r > 0 and 
u(a) E B such that 
h(x, + au + u(a)) = 0 and u(a) = o(a) 
(Wouk (lo]). Hence, 
f (x0 + au + 4a)> -f (x0) = aof (4 24 + of W u(a) + o(a) 
= aDf (x,-J u + o(a) E Int K, 
g(x, + au + +I> = g(xJ + a@hd u + Wd u(a) + o(a) 
= g(x,) + aDg(x,) u + o(a) E Int P, 
which contradict that x0 is an LES for f on C. 
Obviously, both A and B are convex, and Int A # 0. As a consequence of 
the separation theorem (2), there are k E jr*, ,D E .Y*, and 6 E R such that 
Is+pt>6 for (s, t) E A, 
1s + put < 6 for (s, t) E B. 
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Taking (s, t) = (0, g(xJ) one has 6 = pg(xJ. That is 
As + iu(t - &cJ) > 0 for any s E K and t E P, (2.2) 
w-(x,) u + m&l) 24 < 0 forany uE??~. (2.3) 
It follows from (2.2) that A E K*. Setting (s, t) = (0,O) and (0, 2g(x,)) in 
(2.2), one has pg(xJ = 0. Then p E P*. Condition (2.3) is also 
Wf(x,) + P~&ll)) u ,< 0 forany nEgO. 
Since Z0 is linear, (ADf(x,) + @g(x,))(gO) = (0). I 
Let &YO and GYt be subspaces of Z. 8: is called a topological supplement to 
g0 iff 8 is the topological direct sum of &YO and +?‘t, 8 = g0 @ 8:. The next 
theorem generalizes the Proposition 3 of Simon [6]. 
THEOREM 1. Let x0 E C be an LES for f on C. Suppose that 
(0 ~Ph(xdl is not dense in Z, or 
(ii) x,, is a regular point and kYO = (Dh(x,))-’ (0) has a topological 
supplement kF,l in 8. 
Then there exists a Lagrange multiplier 0 f (A, ,u, v) E K* X P” X A?* 
satisfying condition (1.1). 
Proof. If 9[Dh(x,)] is not dense in 2, then there exists 0 # v E R* 
such that vDh(x,) = 0, and the result follows from setting A = 0 and 
p = 0. So assume that x0 is a regular point of h. We have the linear 
homeomorphism from 8; onto R, 
h, = Dh(x,) 18; : Z’,i + SF, PI* 
By Lemma 2.2, there exists 0 # (A, ,u) E K* X P* such that 
and l4aJ = 0. 
Set v = -(ADf(x,,) + @g(x,)) h ; ‘. Then for u = u, + u2 E g0 @ 8’:, one has 
WY-(-G) + dM-4 + vNx,)h + 4 
= (W-(x,) + ,uDg(x,) + vDh(x,)) u2 = 0. 1 
Since condition (i) or (ii) in Theorem 1 is fulfilled automatically for the 
finite dimensional space 3, taking K and P as Pos, then K* = K, and 
P* = P. We have [9] 
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COROLLARY. Letf=(f, ,..., fp):iR”-+IRp. g=(g, ,..., gq):IR”-+Rq, h= 
(h , ,..., h,) : F?” -+ R’ be C’-maps. Write 
C = {x E R” I gi(x) > 0 and hi(x) = Ofor i = l,..., q;j = l,..., r}. 
Suppose that x E C is a local (Pareto) optimum off on C. Then there exists 
a set of nonnegative numbers 
P , ,**., $5 PI ,.*-3 iu,, VI ,.‘.3 v,l 
which are not all zero, such that Cf=, pi g,(xJ = 0, and 
2 Li Df,(x,) v + -t pjDgj(x,) v + + @hk(x,,) v = 0 
i=l p, Cl 
foranyvEIR”. I 
3. CONE NEIGHBORHOODS AND PLASTERING CONES 
Let S c &Y be a cone in 8,6 > 0. Then the &cone neighborhood of S is the 
set 
S(S) = (x +x’ E 8 (x E s, llx’ll < 6 Ilxll}. 
Obviously, S(6) 13 S is itself a cone. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let k : K x B + IR be a symmetric continuous bilinear 
function. If k is negative definite on the convex cone S c 8; that is, there is 
an n > 0 such that 
4x,x) < - r llx/12 for any x E S, 
then there exists a 6 > 0 such that k is negative deJnite on the b-cone 
neighborhood S(6) of S. 
Proof Let x +x’ E S(6), where x E S, jIx’/I ,< 6 I/XII. Then 
k(x + x’, x + x’) = k(x, x) + 2k(x, x’) + k(x’, x) 
< (-II + 2 llkll 6 + llkll 6*) IIxII*. 
Take 6 > 0 such that -q + 2 I/ kilo + 11 kll 6* < - n/2 < 0. Since /Ix + x’/I ,< 
(1 + 4 llxll, then 
Thus k(x, x) < -n’ llxl1* for any x E S(6). i 
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Let Q be a proper closed convex cone in a Banach space 578 1For r > 0, 
write B,= (xE8(ljx/l<r}. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let w : B + 57Y be C-mapping such that w(0) = 0. Suppose 
that %$i = .R [ (Dw(O)] is a closed subspace in %; and that F,, = 
(Dw(O))- ’ (0) has a topological supplement in 8’. Let 6 > 0, E > 0. Write 
S = (WO))-’ <Q>, s, = 8 - S(6). 
Then there is r > 0 such that w(x) E (Dw(0) S,,)(E) whenever 0 f x E 
Son B,, where (Dw(0) So)(&) is the E-cone neighborhood of the cone 
Dw(0) S, in 8. 
Proof: Write B = g0 @ Z,i, x = (xi, x2) E g0 @ gi. We can assume its 
norm II-4 = IlXlll + Ilx2ll. s ince Dw(0) 18; is a linear isomorphism from Xi 
onto %$, by the Banach inverse mapping theorem, its inverse is also a 
continuous linear mapping from “?Vi to 8;. Thus there exists an a, > 0 such 
that 
Let x = (xi, x,) E S,. Since x, E g0 c S, 
f3 11x1 II G IKX, 5 %> - (x, 3 WI = II@, %>ll = Ilx*/l~ 
that is9 ~~lI~II-Il~~lI~~II~,Il~ or llxzll 2 WV + S>> II-4. Then 
IIWO)xll = IlWO)(x,>ll > E, Ilxzll >l x . l”;a /I II 
Consider the expansion 
w(x) = w(0) + Dw(0) x + o(llxll) = Dw(0) x + o(llxl/). 
Let xES,. Taker > 0 such that IIo(x)~I/IIxII~E,~E/(~ +6) if llxll<r. Then 
< f$++Dw(O)x/~ = E ilDw(O)xl(. 
1 
Therefore, w(x) E (Dw(0) S,,)(E) if x E S, n B,. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Let y E Q. If there exists 0 # A E Q* such that k(y) = 0, 
then y E 8Q = Q - Int Q. 
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Proof If Int Q = 0, then Q = aQ. So we assume that Int Q # 0. Since 
A# 0, there exists y’ E Int Q such that i(,v’) # 0. Then A(y’) > 0. If 
y E Int Q, then y + ty’ E Int Q with sufficiently small 1 t] > 0. Therefore 
A(y + ty’) = tA(y’). Take t < 0. Thus n(y + fy’) < 0 which contradicts the 
definition of Q*. So y E aQ. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 6 > 0. Suppos;! that 0 # A E (Q(s))* and that 
O+YEQ. ~~~~~~Y~~~Il~IIIlYll. 
Proof. It is obvious that l(y) # 0. Write Vi= Z’(O). Consider the 
distance from y to K given by 
d(Y,%)= ylj:. 
IIY -Y’ll 
0 IIY-Y’Il=A(Y) ,?l,& lA(Y-Y,), =1(4.& 
For any YE”%;, since ]]y-y’/]>6]]y]], one has 1(y)/]]1]]>S]]y]] or 
~(Y)~~ll~llllYll. I 
A proper closed convex cone Q c W’ allows plastering iff there exists 
6 > 0 such that the d-cone neighborhood Q(J) is still a proper closed convex 
cone in ?ZV: It is clear that a proper closed convex cone in finite dimensional 
space always allows plastering. However, this is not the case in infinite 
dimensional spaces (see Example 1). Other examples of cones in infinite 
dimensional space which allow plastering can be found in Krasnoselskii [3]. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let Q c W be a proper closed convex cone which allows 
plastering. Suppose that the unit sequence (y,} c Q (11 y,JI = 1, n = 1, 2,...) 
converges weakly to y,. Then y, # 0. 
Proof: Let Q(6) be a proper closed convex cone from some 6 > 0. As a 
consequence of the separation theorem, there exists 0 # 1 E (Q(s))*. By 
Lemma 3.4, one has 
Thus y, f 0. I 
The following example illustrates that even a proper closed convex cone in 
a Hilbert space may not allow plastering. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the Hilbert space 
e2= I (a,,a, )... )Ia,ER,~ irl af<oo ) 1 
409196’2 IS 
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all of the nonnegative sequences of e2 obviously form a proper closed convex 
cone Q. But for the unit nonnegative elements 
(n) 
yn = (0 ,...) 0, 1 ) 0 )...) 
in Q, ( y,} converges weakly to 0 E e2. By Lemma 3.5, Q does not allow 
plastering. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let W be a reflexive Banach space (i.e., W** = TF”), and 
KC V a linear closed subspace of SK Let Q c 2T be a proper closed 
convex cone which allows plastering in F, and S c V a cone in W. If there 
exists an E > 0 such that S(E) n Q n’2& = {0}, then there exists an 6 > 0 
such that S(6) n Q = (O}. 
Proof: Let Q, = Q n &. It is easy to see that there exists an E’ > 0 such 
that S(E’) n Q,,(E’) = {O}. It suffices to prove that there exists an E > 0 such 
that 
S(f) n (Q - Q&'>) = 0. 
If not, there are y, + y: E Q - QO(s’) such that 0 # y, E S and ]] &,I] < 
II y,ll/n, n = 1, L. We can assume ]] y,,]] = 1. Since the bounded set in a 
reflexive space is weakly compact, there exists { Y,,~} c { y,} which converges 
weakly to y,. It is obvious that { JJ,,~ + y;,} converges also weakly to y,. By 
Lemma 3.5, y, # 0. Since both ‘%$ and Q are closed convex set in w, both of 
them are also weakly closed. So y0 E ZV(n Q = Q,. 
Consider the dual cone, We can assume that Q,,(E’) is a proper closed 
convex cone, and have 
QoW = (QoW)” * 
= 1 Y E Q&‘) I J-(Y) > 0 for any A E (Q&‘))* 1 
[2]. But yni 66 (QO(s’))**, there is A,i E (Q,,(E))* such that A,i(y,i) < 0. We 
can assume ]]A,J] = 1. Since (Q,,(E’))* is weakly* closed [2], there is a 
subsequence of {&}, {A,,} c (Q,,(E’))*, which converges weakly to 
A,, E (Qo(c’))*, that is, 
Therefore, A,,( y,,) J A,(yO) < 0 as ni -+ 03. 
On the other hand, by Amk E (Q,,(s’))* and Lemma 3.4, 
Ll,(Yri) 2 E’ II4?Ill II Yell = &’ II Yell * 
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Then I,(y,) = limmk+m A,,(y,) > E’ 11 y,,ll > 0, which deduces a contradiction. 
Hence there exists an E > 0 such that 
S(t) n (Q - Q&'>) = 0. 
Set 6 = min{s’, E}, which is desired. I 
Finally, we consider a cone in a factor space. 
Let P c .V be a proper closed cone in a Banach space Y. Suppose that 
y E P and ,U E P* such that p(y) = 0. We write ,q, for the smallest closed 
linear subspace containing the cone 
PU = ( y’ E P I p(y’) = 0). 
By Lemma 3.3, it is easy to see that 
P”=.F;nnP=,LiqTP if ,u # 0. 
Since .Z c ,U i(O), there exists a natural projection p from .Y into its factor 
space I 6 = ~Y’/.T, p : ,F? + A?‘, and a (unique) linear functional ,LI on 5?:, 
b : .q + R, such that p = ,Lp. Suppose that g : 8 -+ ,Y’ is a C/-mapping from B 
to ,Y, then g’=pg : B -+ .k? is also a C’-mapping from B to A?, and pug = ,@. 
Write P’ = p(P). It is easy to see that ,LI E P’*. 
y E P is called a normal point of P with respect to ,U E P*, if P’c .Y/FY is 
a proper closed cone which allows plastering in .Y/.Y,,. The following 
examples indicate that there is little connection between P and r? 
EXAMPLE 2. Let .Y = R3, P = {(x1, x2, x3) E 27 (xl + 
(x,-~d~)~‘~ ~x~~,~=(1,O,O),lu(x~,x~,x~)=x~. Then 
q = {(a, 0, 0) I a E R I, P&l 3 x2 5 x3) = 62 9 x3>, .$ = R2, 
P={(x,,~~)~~~>0,~~ER0rx~=x~=0}. 
Obviously, P is a proper closed cone which allows plastering, but p is not. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let~=R2,P={(x,,x2)ER2~x,ER,x2>O},y=(1,0), 
,u(x, , x2) = x2. Then 
P=(xERIx>O} 
obviously is a proper closed cone; however, P is not. 
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4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR AN SLES 
We now state our main results. 
THEOREM 2. Let w=(f,g,h):8+.Fx.F x F’, Kc.F, Pc.‘t, and 
C as in Assumption A. Suppose that .F and .Y are reflexive, that K allows 
plastering, and thatf, g, and h are C2-maps. If x0 E C satisfies: 
(i) there exists a Lagrange multiplier at x,, in C, 0 # (A, ,a, v) E 
K* X P* X<p*, i.e., it satisfies (1.1) 
Pus(Xo> = 0 and Wf(x,) + @g(x,) + vWd)(Q = 0; 
(ii) there is an q > 0 such that 
(W&,) + @2g(x,) + v~2W,))(v, v) < -rl II v II2 
for any v E S = (Df(x,)) - ’ (K) n (D&x,)) - ’ (P”) n (Dh(x,)) ’ (0), where 
p =p(P). f =pg, p : F + .$ = .Bi/.Fi(,O, are defined as at the end of the 
previous section; 
(iii) g(x,) E P is a normal point of P with respect to ,a; and 
(iv) set ~=(f,~,h):B+.F~x~x~, then DG(x,):~+.Fx 
.p xX such that K = ~~[D~(x,)] is a closed subspace in Z#‘= .% X 
.$ x A?“, and g0 = (DG(x,)) -’ (0) h as a topological supplement in Y. 
Then x0 is an SLES off(x) subject to the constraint x E C. 
ProoJ Without loss of generality, assume that x,, = 0 and f (x,,) = 0. In 
view of Lemma 1.1, it suffices to show that there is an r > 0 such that 
G(x) 6? K x p x (0) if 0 # x E B,., since we obviously have (Dg(0)))’ (P) c 
(@?(0)) - l VT. 
First, we shall prove that there are r0 > 0 and 6, > 0 such that G(x) & K X 
P” x {O} if 0 # x E BrO n S(6,). It is easy to show that S is a convex cone in 
8. Set 
k = ,lD’f (0) + @‘g(O) + vD2h(0). 
By Lemma 3.1, there are 6, > 0 and q’ > 0 such that 
k(v, v> < +I IIvl12 for any v E S(6,). 
Let x E S(6,). From the expansion 
G(x) = G(O) + LhqO) x + $D21q0)(x, x) + o(llxl12>, 
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we deduce 
for taking r0 > 0 such that ]o(]]x]]*)] < (q//4) I/x]]* and x E BrO. 
It follows from the definitions of A E K*, ,U E P*, and v E ,P* that 
C(x) = (f(x), L?(X), h(x)) 64 K x p” X 10) if 0 # x E BrO f7 S(6,). 
Write B = 8@ &?,i, S, = 8 - S(6,), and S, = (Dfi(O))(S,). Since 
D+(O) I 8; is a linear homeomorphism from 8: onto K = 9[DC(O)], there 
is an E > 0 such that 
where Q = K x P’X (0). Since g(0) is a normal point, Q allows plastering. 
Since gg(O) is a closed subspace of Y, q = ? x g x (0) is reflexive. For 
%$, Q and S&E) n q in q. The use of Lemma 3.6 makes it easy to show 
that there is an E’ > 0 such that S,,(E’) n Q = (0). Then by Lemma 3.2, there 
is an ri > 0 such that 
G(x) E (DbqO), SJE’) = S&‘) if ofxES,nB,,, 
G(x) @ Q. 
Taking r = min(r,, ri ) concludes the proof. 1 
Remark 1. In Ritter [4] it is assumed that the sufficient conditions for 
an optimal solution satisfy certain convexity and concavity assumptions 
which we never use. 
The following example suggested by Wan will make clear that the 
plastering condition in Theorem 2 cannot be dispensed with. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. Let H’ be the set of all absolutely continuous maps 
x : [ -TI, n] --t m such that 
I = Ix’(t)12 dt < 03. -7r 
Then H’ is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(x, y) = ,(= x(t) y(t) dt + jn x’(t) y’(t) dt 
-7z -n 
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(Schwartz [5, p. 1651). Take jr= H’, Y =Z= 0, K = {x E H’ 1 x > 0}, 
8={xEH’/(T,x(t)df=O}, andf:g+Srdetined by 
f(x) = x(t) + f (x’(t))’ dt. 
-7c 
It is easy to show thatfE C”O and 
Of(O) u = Y, W-(O))-’ W = 101. 
Take A(x) = jF,x(t) dt, then 0 #A. E K* such that UP[Df(O)] = 0. So 
0 E &’ satisfies conditions (it(iv) in Theorem 2. 
However, 0 E Z’ is not an SLES off(x). That is, given any E > 0, there is 
0 # x, E B such that /Ix,]] < E andf(x,) E K. In fact, let n > l/s be a positive 
integer, and 
xE(t) = $ sin nt E 8. 
Then 
2 It 
sin’ntdt+E 
5 7t2 -z 
f(x,) = $ sin nt + $1” 
-7r 
> 0. 
So II-d < OW E K. 
Remark 2. This K does not allow plastering (see [3]). 
In finite dimensional space, taking K and P as Pos, conditions (iii) and 
(iv) in Theorem 2 hold. So we have (Simon [ 61) 
COROLLARY 1. Let f: IR”+IRp, g: IR”-+lR4, and h: IR’-+IR’ be C2- 
maps. Write 
C = {X E I?” I g((x) > 0 and hi(x) = Ofir i = 1, 2 ,..., q,j = l,..., r} 
Suppose x0 E C satisJies 
(i) there exists a set of nonnegative numbers 
which are not all zero, such that Cp=, ,ui gi(xO) = 0, and Cf’=, AiDA v + 
C;= 1 pjDgj(x,) u + C;=, VkDh,(x,) v = Ofir any v E IR”. 
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(ii) X:=1 liD’f;.(Xo) + JJ i PjD2gj(xO) + CL= 1 pkD2hAX0) is 
negative definite on the set 
W = {v E R” 1 AiDfi(x,) v = 0, ,ujDgj(x,) v = 0 and Dh,(x,) v = 0 
for i = l,..., p,j = l,..., q and k = l,..., r). 
Then x, is a (Pareto) strictly local optimum off on C. 
Proof. Since CT-. , pi g(xJ = 0 and g,(x,) > 0, we have ,U~ g,(x,,) = 0 for 
i= 1 ,..., q. Set J = (J, ,..., J,) : Rq + Rq such that 
ji( Yl T.**> Y,) = Y, if gi(xO) = 0, 
= 0, if gi(x”) # 0. 
Write 
K = {(Y, ,..., Y,)E~PIYi20~ViJ, 
p = {(Y’,***, Yq)~~qIY,j>w~‘jJ~ 
and 
S = Pf(x,))-’ (K)n (h?(xo))-’ (P)n W(x,d-’ (01, 
where g = Jg. By Theorem 2. It suffices to show that 
WIS (4.1) 
Let v E S, then 
of, u > 03 Dij(x(l) v > O and Dh,(x,) v = 0 
for i= 1 ,..., p, j = l,..., q, k = l,..., r. For j E ( l,..., q} if ,uj # 0, gi(xO) = 0, 
Dij(X,) v = J$g(x,) v = Dgj(xo) v 
So ,ujDgj(x,) v > 0 for j = l,..., q. By (i) 
n,Dfi(x,) v = 0, PjDgj(xCl> v = O 
for i = 1 )...) p,j= l)..., q. Hence v E W. 1 
Remark 3. In the proof of the corollary, since W 3 S (4.1), and, in 
general, W & S, so restricting to the finite dimensional case, our hypothesis 
is weaker than that of Simon [ 61 and Smale [ 7 1, and therefore the conclusion 
is stronger. 
We can also generalize the corresponding result in Wan [8] and Wein- 
berger 191. For simplicity, we consider only the unconstrained case. 
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THEOREM 3. Let F be a reflexive Banach space with a proper closed 
convex cone K which allows plastering. Suppose that f : g --t .F is a C2- 
mapping from the Banach space g to .F. If x, E S satisfies 
(i) there are 0 # Ai E K*, i = l,..., n, such that AiDf(x,,)(v) = 0 for 
any v E 8 and i = I,..., n; 
(ii) there exists an q > 0 such that for any v E S = (Df (x0))-’ (K), 
the following inequality holds 
,Tj:,iAiDzf (xO)(v, v)1 G --rl Ilvl12~ x-. 
(iii) <;70 = ,R [Df (x,)] is a closed subspace in OF-, and Z0 = 
(Df (x0)) -’ (0) has a topological supplement in P. 
Then x0 is an SLES off(x). 
Proof: We can assume that x,, = 0 and f (x0) = 0, and only prove that 
there are r0 > 0 and 6, > 0 such that f(x) @ K if 0 # x E B,“n S(6,). The 
residual part of the proof can follow as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Write 
Si= (V E S I~iD’f(O)(V, V)<-VIJul12} for i = l,..., n. 
Obviously, the Si, i = l,..., n, are closed cones in 8. Since AiDf (0) is 
negative definite on Si, by Lemma 3.1, there are di > 0 such that 
~iD’f(o)(x,x> < -V lIdI for any x E Si(Si). 
For x E S,(S,), one has 
lif (x) = +niDif(O)(x, x) + Aio(IJx/12) 
whenever x E B,i, where ri > 0. Thus f (x) & K if 0 # x E Si(Si) n B, . Take 
r0 = min(r, ,..., r,}, 6, = min(6, ,..., S,}. It follows that f(x) 6! K if 
0 # x E BrO n S(6,). I 
As a consequence of the local compactness of finite dimensional spaces, 
we have (Wan [S]) 
COROLLARY 2. Let f: R” + R”’ be a C2-mapping, x0 E R”. If there are 
0 # li E Pos = {(x, ,..., x,) E R” 1 xj > 0, Vj} i = l,..., k, such that 
AiDf (x0)(v) = 0 (Vu E R”, Vi), 
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and for any u E (Df(x,)) -I (Pos), if holds that 
mil {A,D2F(x,)(v, u)) > 0 
I<i<k 
implies u = 0. 
Then x, is a (Pareto) strict local optimum off: I 
Obviously, the theorem of Wan [8 ] implies that of Smale [ 71. Weinberger 
[9] gave an example to show that Corollary 2 may solve certain problems 
which Corollary 1 may not solve. 
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